Manual Revision

QUANTAR™ Instruction Manual for: Quantar™ Digital-Capable Station for Conventional, SECURENET, ASTRO®, 6809 Trunking, and IntelliRepeater Systems

This SMR applies to manual revision 68P81095E05-D. The following changes will be included in the next printing of the manual:

- The humidity specification on page 3 of the Installation section should be changed from “95% relative humidity” to “95% relative humidity, non-condensing.”
- The following disposal guidelines are now applicable to the equipment:

European Union (EU) Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) directive

The European Union's WEEE directive requires that products sold into EU countries must have the crossed out trashbin label on the product (or the package in some cases). As defined by the WEEE directive, this cross-out trashbin label means that customers and end-users in EU countries should not dispose of electronic and electrical equipment or accessories in household waste. Customers or end-users in EU countries should contact their local equipment supplier representative or service centre for information about the waste collection system in their country.